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Multi-age teaching / Westmount Community School Staff (Saskatoon, Sask.) Dr. Stirling McDowell Foundation for Research into Teaching. Saskatoon, SK : Dr. Stirling McDowell Foundation, 2002. Subjects: Nongraded schools. Action research in education - Saskatchewan. Westmount Community School (Saskatoon, Sask.).


The curriculum management plan / Kroeger, Laura. Saskatchewan School Trustees Association. Regina, SK : SSTA, 1997. Subjects: Curriculum planning - Saskatchewan. Combination of grades - Saskatchewan. Notes: This report is a summary of the 'Curriculum Management Plan (CMP)', created by teachers and curriculum writers at Saskatchewan Education to help teachers in multigraded classrooms manage new curricula. The report describes how and why the CMP was developed.

Combined grades manual.

- **K/1.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.
- **1/2.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.
- **2/3.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.
- **3/4.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.
- **4/5.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.
- **5/6.** Contents: 1 book and 1 computer disk.


Subjects: Combination of grades. Classroom management. Classroom utilization.


Subjects: Combination of grades. Hutterite Brethren - Education.

Notes: This project is designed to integrate the concepts and objectives related to three areas of study: English Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science into a usable framework for teachers in a Gr. 1-9 classroom.


Subjects: Combination of grades. Hutterite Brethren - Education.

Notes: This project is designed to integrate the concepts and objectives related to three areas of study: English Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science into a usable framework for teachers in a Gr. 1-9 classroom.


Subjects: Combination of grades.


Subjects: Middle schools - Administration. Looping (Education). Combination of grades. Middle school teaching.

Notes: A solid and convincing case for organizing middle schools in ways that create long-term teacher-student and student-student relationships. Making Big Schools Feel Small is amply illustrated with examples; enhanced with data gathered from a national survey of teachers, students, and parents who have experienced these alternate patterns of organization in action; and is supported by research findings. This resource will be a valued guide as schools move, as they must, to counter the effects of bigness and increase student achievement.


Series: The multigrade classroom : a resource handbook for small, rural schools.
- Book 1. Review of the research on multigrade instruction. Subjects: Combination of grades. Rural schools.


Subjects: Combination of grades.

Subjects: Combination of grades - Canada.

Subjects: Combination of grades - Saskatchewan.

Subjects: Combination of grades.

Subjects: Combination of grades.

Subjects: Nongraded schools.


Subjects: Nongraded schools.


371.254 M643
**A multiage classroom : choice and possibility** / Miletta, Maureen McCann.
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 1996.

371.254 M647
**Children at the center : implementing the multiage classroom** / Miller, Bruce A. ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management.
Portland, OR : Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1994.
Subjects: Nongraded schools - Northwest, Pacific - Case studies.

371.254 M961
Subjects: Combination of grades. Nongraded schools.

371.254 M961

371.254 M962 OVERSIZE
**Multiage classrooms** / Forsten, Char. Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Subjects: Nongraded schools. Classroom environment.
Contents: 1 videocassette and 8 folders.
Notes: Audio Visual. Explores three examples of multiage programs, and shows how teachers plan for and create learning opportunities that include thematic curriculum, interactive learning centers, and flexible groupings of students.

371.254 O85
**A room with a different view : a practical framework for learning in a multi-age classroom** / Ostrow, Jill.
Markham, ON : Pembroke, 1995.

371.254 P769
**Multi-age and more : building connections** / Politano, Colleen. Davies, Anne.
371.254 S879
The multiage classroom / Stone, Sandra J.
Subjects: Nongraded schools.

371.254 S879
Creating the multiage classroom / Stone, Sandra J.
Glenview, IL : Good Year Books, 1996.
Subjects: Nongraded schools. Education, Primary.

372.254 M961
The multiage classroom : a collection / Fogarty, Robin.
Subjects: Nongraded schools.

372.6 L287
Language arts/English handbook for primary teachers in multi-graded classrooms /
Manitoba. Manitoba Education. Regional Services Branch.
Winnipeg, MN : Manitoba Education, n.d.
Subjects: Language arts (Primary) - Study and teaching. Combination of grades.

THESES ISI
Effective instructional strategies used by Saskatchewan teachers in elementary multi-grade classrooms / Isinger, Jane Russell.
Subjects: Combination of grades.

TMC E112.83
What a novel idea! : a cooperative learning approach to novel studies for middle years students / Richardson, Karen.
Saskatoon, SK : Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation, 2002.
Notes: Reading response journals, literature circles, Readers' Theatre and cooperative group work are just a few of the strategies used in this multigrade unit plan which is designed for students in grades six to nine. Consideration is given to the Adaptive Dimension by making provisions for a variety of learning styles and abilities and by altering evaluation methods.
Subjects: Language arts (Middle school). Fiction - Study and teaching (Middle school).

TMC E114.17
Aboriginal peoples : past and present / Erlandson, Cheryl.
Notes: An integrated unit of study combining language arts, social studies, and arts education for the multigrade middle years classroom.
TMC P105.17
**Money talks : Canadian money** / Ferre, Wilna. Gaillard, Cora.
Subjects: Money - Study and teaching (Primary). Money - Study and teaching (Elementary).
Notes: Multigrade/multiage unit. Grade 3/4 level.

TMC P112.33
**Circling with Robert Munsch** / Kasper, Joanne.
Subjects: Munsch, Robert N., 1945- - Study and teaching (Primary). Literature - Study and teaching (Primary). Group reading.
Notes: Multigrade/multiage unit. Author study to introduce literature circles to primary students.

TMC P114.32
**A multiage unit on the United Kingdom** / Engel, Kim E.
Subjects: Great Britain - Study and teaching. Combination of grades. Interdisciplinary approach in education.
Notes: Multigrade/multiage unit. This unit was developed to meet the needs of Kindergarten - Grade six students in a multi-level setting using a thematic approach.

TMC P114.33
**Chocolate** / Engel, Kim E.
Subjects: Chocolate - Study and teaching. Combination of grades. Interdisciplinary approach in education.
Notes: Multigrade/multiage unit. This unit was developed to meet the needs of Kindergarten - Grade six students in a multi-level setting using a thematic approach.